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ABSTRACT

The following properties of the dual multiparticle

theory with nonlinear trajedtories are presented: (1) the

twist relation (II) the unsymmetric general vertex obtained

directly from· third factorization (III) the symmetric

general vertex.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1
In previous papers,  the N-point Born terms of a dual

multiparticle theory with nonlinear trajectories2 were

factorized and the vertex involving two.external particles

with nonzero spins was obtained.  In this paper, we will

obtain the twisted propagator and the general vertex in

the nonlinear model.  These are the two basic ingredients

in the Kikkawa-Sakita-Virasoro unitarization program. 3

However, further steps  in this program lave  not  yet  been

carried out for the nonlinear model.

In I, we found it convenient to introduce a six-

dimensional formalism for purposes of proving factorization.

In Section II of this paper, we develop this formalism

further by introducing a special choice of kinematic

variables which are particularly suited to the study of

duality and factorization.   Using the formalism developed

in Section II, we go on to derive the twist relation in

. Section III and the unsymmetric general vertex and the

symmetric vertex in Section IV.

II.SIX DIMENSIONAL FORMALISM

In first factorization, we were naturally.led to

consider six-dimensional "vectors". These "6-vectors"

neither satisfy additivity: nor do they scale.  Therefore,

they  do not  form a linear vector space'. Nevertheless,  as
a mnemonic device, it is convenient to call them vectors.
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Furthermore, we define a six-dimensiohal "metric," and a
"scalar product"  in  this six dimensional space. The important

property of the six-dimensional space is that a pole variable

MA    may
be written as a scalar product of two "6-

vectors". We will now develop the six-dimensional formalism

further.

In I, the pole variable is given by 0- = as +b

where a and b are constants.  In Eq.(14) of I, each 4-vector
......

I k was mapped into a "6-vector"  1  by

P«       =       4 Z L TE 06«53

P4- - 1

Ps  =  (LP* + 6/L              (1)

A six dimensional metric tensor
 4 

was defined with

the following nonvanishing elements:

3,0 "-
c -- Q -   ad" -™ dzz=-  33 - 345 =  54= 1
'-'

I f   T r   and  'F ,  *  are  two  4  vectors,  then
the correspond-

ing 6-vectors satisfy

.... -'.
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Cia.  a       a   ( E + 11)   +b    =    'Fi r PL                                 (3)
lilI- .2

where in analogy to the usual Einstein convention,

repeated indices imply summation over the 6 components.

For simplicity, in the rest of this paper, we will

restrict ourselves to the case b = 0 4 .  We now generalize

the six-dimensional formalism by associating with each 4-

vector
1= A.

a six-dimensional matrix
-1Ete  C F)

given by

-Tr,*9 = 3rv fpr,        0 S  r,9 5 3

-IT4 4   = TE -  O     Or     o< 0 5(44 -

11-soE = -11 5 = pot (4)

The Tr matrices have the following important property:

-rr<p (pi+ -p;) =-IT«tr (ii) Trre (pz)               (5)
For future reference, we will write Eq.(5) in the

special case   F= ET  .  We have
-Fil K =       7TK r  ( i  ) er (6)

where 1 >, 0<  is the six-vector associated with the
four-vector

(i 9 + 9,):r
· Eq.(6) suggests that

the TT matrices may be viewed as translation operators

in the six-dimensional space.    If  we  set    4 = (3  =  5
in Eq.(5), we get back Eq.(3).Thus, the result of I is a

special case of Eq.(5).

We wi 11 now show that the -Tr matrices enter naturally

in off-mass-shell factorization  of dual enplitudes.

Consider the interaction of N spinless patticles with

L                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 __                                                                                                                           1
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4.=momenta   32  i = 1,2,---,N.  A dual amplitude is an

explicit function of the pole variables

OB    =       (4   ( Rj )2                                                               (7)

where

./.**

pij                =           - .1,4    „.  i:'4*, .' ...

+1:J          (8)

is the 4-momentum of an internal line. Let the amplitude

be denoted by BN   ( elj ) 0 We wish

to consider factorization  at  a  pole,  say     CliZ
(See Figure 1).  The residue at a pole is in general a

polynomial in the overlapping variables   Crl: ,

1< 1 5 h<.i· Any overlapping variable  is a function of both the

left and the right momenta of Fig.1. To write the residue

of a pole in a factorized form, a direct first step would

be to write each overlapping variable in a factorized

form:Using  Eqt.   (7) ,   (8)   and   (3) ,  we can write

Czj    =.(17 i-1 ) «   (1>,8 )e(                                          (9)

To arrive at Eq.(9), we have used energy-momentum conservation:

t

Mj)      -      tfzift·t'.r...1. )   "    (f'* f&*....lI, 1.t.i J:<,1····1.pu)'-

= te.. F 1iii     A- 1   4                j.1.  I      4,

......   .1
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Now  in  E q. (9) ,            1   1- i ol depends only on the)

vectors .01, PZ.
. . . .

f.-11                                                                                                 106
of the left blob of Figure 1, while    Pitt Bl j
is a function of vectors of the right blob.

Of course, factorization of each overlapping variable

does not imply factorization of the amplitude.  However,

if the amplitude        8,4 (513)
should be factorizable,

we will have at the
01,2 pole the

form                            4                              - n
.r.*         iz  n       ' 4-,   I   'P 13: ls..P     1M  k.,1  \\1 ij,    ,  I r)     8-/ A-ktt         'J  >     s n  ,

4 -
BM (  s'                          0-

S.·             r.J

Sk     -     (S                                                      (1 0)

-n
The amplitude A     k t,(alj         :      P, r  )

corresponds to a process with   k spin-zero

particles and one "excited" particle. The kinematic

variables which enter explicitly into this amplitude are

the 0- 6. variables.and the 6-vectors
4-J

L Z
Fili         ,     A=    2,3,....,    K- 6 These 6-vectors correspond

to the internal momenta of the multiperipheral graph of

Figure 1..  Now, we may choose to.factorize.the amplitude
t.™- n
A  IR+ 1   C Sij  ·,   P, r ) at a pole of an internal line

of the multiperipheral graph.  This process is dalled second

factorization, and, as we have learned in I, all the crossed

i                                                                                                                 -    ---                                                                                        -
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kinematic variables in this particular case may be written
by Eq. (18) and Eq.(43) of I in factorized form. However,

- V'we may also choose to factorize the amplitude   R kti
at a pole

Cri  which does not correspond to the
internal lines of Figure 1.  (Any pole   6-1     with    1<i<J <  
will belong to this dategory.  In Figure 2, we have an

example of factorization at such a pole).  The residue of
such  a  pole  is of course a

function  of. the      arl 
variables and 6-vectors Ir r=2,3,·-·,fe-toP

-nFollowing the philosophy of first factorization, if A IR.+1
is to be factorized at 51' each "crossed" kinematicJ
variable will first·be written in a factorized form. Now,
it is easy to see from Figure 2 that any 6-vector of the
type P

where    k S Y- <  -
will carry momentairl

of both the left and the right blobs, and is therefore
a "crossed" variable. Now, by means of Eq.(6), these
6-vectors can be written in factorized form

.Firot       =     -Tr, 0   C F,1-1) (.P r) 9
Tr 'E \
114pil,L-1/ depends ohly on the momenti of the right blob of Figure 2
while  pir   depends only on the left lines.  If we

-- nshould succeed in factorizing R teti
at   03:  ,the resultant amplitude describing the process of the right

blob of Figure  2 will depend explicitly  on  the -iT matrices.
If we wihh to perform any further factorization, Eq.(5)

.... 7
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may  be  used to factorize  the   .7T  matrices.     Thus,  the  Trl
matrices with their property Eq.(5) allow factorization

of crossed variables in any channel.  In the derivation
of the twist relation and the three-point vertex in the

following sections, we will demonstrate. explicitly.how
the ·Tr matrices come into the nonlinear theory.

We now introduce one more operator in the six-
dimensional space, the inversion operator, defined  by

44
-l

..0 i

I*@= -1

-1

1                (11)

1
-...

In first and second factorization, we introduced 6-
4

vectors Poc given by

4   4   -8        b-     0 6 4 6 3
.../ (12)

1-94   =    p*                 4-A  rfor n - -T, 4

'

Now using the inversion operator (11), we c4n write/
Pa  =   I« B F                                      un

For the studies of the twist relation and the three-point

vertex which follow,  .it  will  also be convenient  to  de fine
another matrix

-ir'« 9 (P) given by

11 4 9 (P)  =   T«,r  -Irer  (3 (P) (14)

-rrt
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III.TWIST RELATION

The "twisted" propagator was first introduced by
3

Kikkawa, Sakita, and Virasoro  as a necessary element for

the construction of the most general higher order diagram.

In this section,  we  will first briefly indicate  how  the

"twisted" propagator enters into a dual theory.  We will

then indicate why a twist relation should exist as a

consequence of the symmetry of the original amplitude.

Finally, we will derive the twist relation in the case of

the dual multiparticle theory with nonlinear trajectories.

The physical amplitude for N identical particles is

symmetric under the permutation of any number of particles.

This property must also be present in the Born terms of a

crossing symmetric theory. The N-point tree graphs of

the dual theory have cyclic symmetry and reflection symmetry.

The entire N-point Born term is then given as the sum of

all tree graphs not related by cyclic or reflection symmetry.

If one starts with a cyclically symmetric tree graph

B N  (13 p. .... r          0 0 ....7.' 0 ..•• tj  1

ifi-1   J  (A   i kti             'FZ·  .i .a. 1 T-14 2
one way of·arriving at a tree,graph with a different ordering

of external lines is to invert the ordering of a subset of

external lines, i.e. we make the inversion transformation

 R+1 -+ ' k-1       for  i  =  O,  1,  ----,  -k and where  k< .    This
gives the amplitude

EN ( r. B;'"·R.-, -i--ie  Tz-1     1 12. .1.,5{.1 i.et.;   1 N .1 .
0     n        . . .0       .0       P        . . .  0  . \

4
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One can arrive at any ordering of external linds by: a finite

number of such transformations (each time inverting a

different subset of external lines).For the particular case

52--N the  version operation transforms the)

amplitude BA (f,
..'. -          . . . . p )               [A]

T k ' Tk+, l

depicted in Figure 3a into the amplitude

8,1 (f'... fkfA ...

*k*,) IB3 depicted in

Figure 4a. Because  of the cyclic symmetry  of       B 14  ,

any inversion operation with    < 14 is equivalent to
0- ACan inversion with   +4 - iv  .  The reason for introducing

the inversion operation is that the higher spin amplitudes

obtained by factorizing the tree graphs (A). and (B) at

crlk are linearly related .To be more specific, suppose

(A) and (B) factorize at then, we have, as inS.,8.

Eq.(10)

BNC 1>1 . . . fi  1;3        . . ..Pt,i) ---R  (F-fkfi=*c-fv)
/kt' & erik - 0.6where

A lin -n
'R(1>....fkft«....f'N) = .Il. Ak,1(0-#)B (P     ...0   3

nz1 N-kt 1      1 kti         j L
i &         (  1 5  )

and

R    (s) ..53 8, ...
D      \   o.        R  (9....T,  f>,1.-fkt,)

LIM  # \ 1     .l 13  1N     'C kti /
where ri\2 - 4

CA ..- .-...n

R(f' It.

fkft,I Ifk·.t) = 2, Aki.,CB···fk).8,4-1.3,194..il,t)  c '6)hui
we will show there exist-s adxd matrix -fV ™I,......

depending  only  on    F + IN  --  fktfiJ+1 -2...+ fil

i                                                                                                                                                                                                                 J
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such that

--1

BN-kft ( 11,4-ik«) = '5  -0--(p" „) -85-k.,lf.4-0))
(17)

Substituting Eq.(17) into Eq.(16), we have n¥n
- In

BNCT,·":1:6'il.t   fk,1)  =      .1   -A;11,(f•-6) -: )-          JB  .      (9   -·:,R,)(18)rn,n= 1 ,        Tik-To           N.E+1  \RH      1.„

Comparing Eq.(18) to Eq.(15), we see that the transformation

of one diagram to another with a different ordering may be
-rkn r'i

carried out by inserting the new propagator alk- e.6
1

in place of -                    The relation Eq. (17 )
Cjitz- cro

is known as the twist relation. 0.7=' is commonly
-92-nr-

called the twist operator, and                 isTik- GE
the twisted propagator.  The insertion of the twisted

propagator in higher order Feynman-like diagrams produce

a similar effect of generating other diagrams. The twist

relation Eq.(17) is a consequence of the symmetry properties

of   W ·    To see  this,  we  consider for simplicity  the

special case  k= N-13 ,  i.e. we have the same number of
lines on the left and right of Clk in Figure 3.

The amplitude BN  (i,  ' ''Plg. f>1 *I'  ' ·1 ''l )

has cyclic symmetry and reflection symmetry. This implies

that the residue -R (P,
...

'5-  fkt,    - -  St  )

in. Eq. ( 15)   has the following symnietry properties:

(i) Reflection symmetry

R (7' P;   43,3 =  R. (BJ...f,) (19)

(ii) The special cyclic symmetry

R  (9'...ft"f,„1' '·PR)  =  R (,8,*,   ev p,···Cd)
Suppose     A rlkt, (- f,   ". i,q-)

1-       __                           '   -
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0-.n ,in Eq.(15) are the following linear combinations of B kt, \.1,Gr) i

Ak"lf ft,)  =   Il  SZ, lf,-fs) N"'n (pk)
(21)

Wl= 1

where the d x d matrix 1\1™-  C .Rk 1

depends only on
Flk      =        f  +  f......  + fk              ,

and has the property

14™"   ( pk )  =      14"m   (- :Rk) (22)

then,.from Eqs.(21) and (15), we have

WIA-     - 11
R   (.0 ....D , PR)  =    .Il   Bli, (Ff) N      C I k) OR-1,51g„i. S,).      (23,1 1   I R Fkt' m,n= L

The reflection symmetry property Eq.(19) of R follows                  

immediately from the representation (23) of R and the

property (22) of  Nmn. . Likewise, if  : Aki·1 l.1 ....1FM)
in Eq. (15) are the following linear combinations

of  B'C+1 (f, ...

fk):
4                mn--n -=--rn .

0        (4' ...p  )  =   Z  B k t, lf' ...

fk) C.Q.N) (pik) (24)
'tktl    5,    i l t rn= 1

7 Yn rE    -
where the d x d matrix (12#) <T:ik) depends

only on Fik , and has the property

(AN)™"  (Rk)   =    (.0- N)"rn GRA) (25)

then, from Eqs.(24) and (15), we have

m n

12 (17-fkfk,f'fA) * A B' (a.: ,)(5114) (fi').5.':. (fk'i...28)
wi,n T.. 1 (26)

kti i rv .Atl

The special cyclic symmetry Eq.(20) of R  follows from the

- __1
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representatfon (26) of R  and the property (25) of

Vl N)™" C'il) ·
Furthermore, from Eqs.(21) and (24), we have

... vt ," '-f)   =       4   5-   (p,···11,) .r2" ( fi) (27)

B kt'  C 1 li             .                       4.1               k¥1       1
WI= 1

/-

where

-a:""     =      .A   (:2 N)-A. (14-91'&
Ami

From the properties of Nmn and .rl.R'nn in

Eqs. (22) and (25), it follows that

-fC"     C   Fik  )       „         -re™     (-  k). (28)

......Since     -Cl. n     is a function only of Fik- fl +11.+... + 9* ,
Eq. (26) also implies

- n.

BA,t (fi·-flk)  =     f  13;1, (fk'l ) - 3"  C *712) (29)
Mal

Substituting Eq.(29) into Eq.(27), we see that

31   -05' 1 -n,»      =         SM"
A=1

Finally, if we perform the transformation

0. -=* 0 A =1,2, ···, 4  on Eq. (26) usingr T'*·1.4 8

the property (28) of -. 6-
rn rn rt

, we arrive

immediately at the twist relation of Eq.(17). In Eq.(22)

of I, we derived a factorized form of the N-point tree

graph of the nonlinear model which has the reflection
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symmetric   form  'of  E q. (2 3) .      The N matrix, which  i s

A 97£-41, 6,134...30/ - defined in Eq.(19)
lillI.

of  I, is independent  of         sk. and depends  only  on
the parameter

3   ·  ·      .It
isa symmetric matri·x ,0

consistent with Eq.(22).  The twist operator we will
derive will have .explicitly the properties .of Eqs.(28)

n, rband (30).  It is interesting that  ..0-        of

the theory depends on  liTk ,  but is independent of

the parameter     

The various different factorized forms of the tree graphs are

summarized in Figs. 3 and 4.  The three figures, 3a, 3b, and 3 c,
are different representations of the amplitude

3%  C S'...5, 5'*l'-" f# ) 0 Figures

3a and 3b have poles at different locations, but are

related by duality. Figure 3a corresponds to the reflec-

tion symmetric form of Eq.(23), whereas .Figure 3b corresponds
to the special cyclically symmetric fobm. of Eq. (26).

Figure 3c is by definition equal to Figure 3b.  In the form

of Figure 3c, it is clear why -r) Mrb
is called the

twist operator. Figure 4 gives the .corresponding represent-
ations  for the amplitude     BA l·li>,I   Fi ''i'14'   fiet,)  I
It is clear that all graphs in Figure 4 can be built out

of different combinations of the same propagators and

excited,amplitudes occurring in Figure 3.
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' We nowgo on to derive the twist relation in the
I
+ I

dual m6del with nonlinear trajectories.  The N-point

amplitude with one excited particle, corresponding to
1

Figure 5, is given by

«'*Z....WA  E,rtr  -*I (340"n,*, ™'tn,MN    cM'-9,t'nf
A *f r A.

    Iii'- Fi 1           1 12.  "- 472.      ....
'1 1  r<-A  · · ·     li i  -2,/   ...   . . .  1.5

BN    't''    T»b  = '  114(al.J I
f In,) -f

(no * (11,4-2-)
(31)

......

The 4-vectors Ri associated with  T A.  of Eq. (31)

are related to the external momenta fi by
I.--t

·p, A  r     =      l f, "fit ... +for OSFS 3 (32)

The twisted amplitude is given b9 ,making the trans -

formation

f4 -* f#-1 i= 1.2,···,W-1
Thus, corresponding to Figure 6, we have the twisted

amplitude

4"n k       P<'     1,90    . . .  1:>on/041-41 IN-1   #-1
13:       (9'-,    fl)   =    211  BA ((31.j  E-k•i,",        'ti.trH  4-,got

YOL \A fe  C 'Abl-1 )

04nh64/1    D Tr' Al/fr,4.2        -  <<il¥na:ti          r,°Ct
X       1 z  14- 1  "·  1 14-1  A- 1 p ..1 ...

EL N- 1
....

.f (20 N.1 )  S ('nx) (33)

where

                                   -         CD·  +  P·        4 · · · -8· p          J
1   14-1      1.                        C      \A-            C  ' + i

.

\ 11- 1 r 0 S  AS 3 (32,)

1
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Now,  by "energy-momentum  conservatidn
.,   "..7     ' 4 4

'*.
...

h

./-
-./.'.

1

E., *-1 1. -  "P '.¥.-+fit-')r. - 'fw+f,+{IL,- *f'.L)
.

=-(TN + «A)r 66 » 5 3 (34)
' 1

Therefore, by Eqs.(12),'(13), (6), and (14) of the previous

section, we have

'-7-
 * IN-toi         -             6i P TN, "ir6 -Ir r(6 1 7,

=   -rr' rp.
0 6 9. ,r.16  5

(35)
/'

OC 11* 7

Applying Eq. (35) to every vector . 71* 1 ,4-1 in Eq. (32),

and making the trivial change rn k -4 n A-1 , we have

04 0/IL-.4%  /- F3Ae.·-PA
0(1 4     . / . 0(A

138('01-1'.fO-    14   5···P. )flTi   iN
,

e, e· I I le.  C

f'j) (36)

where the twist operator is given by

of, *5.-062
Id,    In , Ir'*4   (O 1 ·· ·1F,0(1, (© 1 (37)

.fle,F. .. pA   (fk)    =     11[            es    TN 1        '         PA.1    1 N, p' 1,4/0

Eq.(36) is the twist relation of the theory.  We verify

easily that the twist operator -Q«,42...0<23  , 1'....pA
' '/

satisfy the properties Eqs..(28) and (29).

IV. THIRD FACTORIZATION  AND  THE  GENERAL THREE-POINT VERTEX

By second factorization, we arrived at the N-point

Born term with two nonzcro spins given by Eq.(34) of I.

113 04·-te  :A.,-" MA
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denotes the amplitude for the process in Fig. 7. .We wish
to obtain the general vertex with three nonzero spins.  To

do this, we note that Fig. 7 is equivalent to Fig. 8
by duality.  Thus, to extract the general vertex, we need

only to consider factorization at  (3  ri-1
as in Figure 9.

The procedure of third factorization is identical to

first and second factorization. First, to exhibit the

pole cr- , we sum over the index  ,1-2. 14-1 .2   14- I     .
We then separate all the remaining kinematic variables and

summation  indices into three groups,  the "left" group,

the "right" group,   and the "crossed" group. Finally, we

apply the factorization of the crossed polynomial as in

Eqs. (20) and (49) of I to bring about total factorization.

From Eq.(34) of I, we see that there are three kinds

of kinematic variables appearing in  814 Ie:.... A' 0(ic<'.....Q- .

A.e.            8-j         (is   1<6£   14-1)    ',          1:17     (15   4  5     14-2.)

Anc *ri / 8
1-1   '     (2.5  A s   14.- 1) .

The (:3. variables may be grouped into the "left",
the "right" and the "crossed" sets as in first and second

factorization.       1  «'      and P -1 c'arry

the momenta and spin indices of the right hand side of

Figure 9. They  are  therefore "right" variables. All otlier

six-vectors are crossed variables. The tensor

N-'  F, e*-·..94  0:,
0 . ... 0,00(

in Eq.(34) of I is independent of momentum, but it carries
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the spin indices of the spinning particles on the right

hand side of Figure 9. It may therefore be classified as

a "right variable."

The crossed Crw   variables may be decomposed into

a scalar product of two six-vectors by Eq. (9) of the present

paper. The    ·Plk    and  
D/B
i k i 6-vectors

1 5 A 5  14-Z   may be decomposed, using  Eqs  (6) ,

(13) and (14) of the present paper.  Noting that the

coefficients that enter the crossed polynomial are just

those of C in Eq.(14) of I,.we arrive at once at the

(3,  ea...  2&,  Hi G(a ...
0(.9-factorized form of  ' 14

given  by

1[31 'P':..h'«40£- A =2 Blt: ....st,  El &,S,.. ,i, r,r. Il;'   9-rPO(AN-                                                          U4 -0 a  TE N-1 ' (38)

%;  3, Si ...  SK"where
-

U 14-1 is just

the  (.N- 1)-point amplitude  with one excited particle,

corresponding to the left hand side of Figure 9, and given

by Eq. (31)  of the present paper. The general three-point

vertex is given by

9930( =  E (14-' P.P....  d
01,0(2...44)  15 '41  f«.. T  44+ni     f (nal

- | R'  .04+1 r>' prl+2  is' 9,1.,3

. l "'-'. i
Ri     ...    A-1

.,-1) C.R.L." Rr.st'...ifirjet'.)S-(clK-1) f   C \Fa,1

x   (N-1  &12: 95,1  ... ez,
8, ... SVS -r- A-  Org-1/  \  pro di ,   1

tls,   '(F:)lus2 * ,-w) ' lisv,(E),p
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x  ( -1 °(dtn,f,- '04 f,B..iv,  7re,
41'lit,

(Ti) 79JEE'·" (It) ··· Ir,I'"( ))
x       y,%KN-1+nlvs.ty),vitdw-,vi * 61%.,\41' 16£
g

(39)

where the sum is performed over cA,   cA g-,,  nz  . ul ,  \.rk  , va

subject to the conditions

oi +   nz  + u-,     =   2

d    +         ol  4-1    +    irs       =        JL'

U.6   +       12-   +     g.3        =     2,1
(40)

(39)
The vertex/is not symmetric with respect to the three

particles.  The reason is that we had extracted the vertex             I

from an unsymmetric factorized form of the tree graph

corresponding to Figure 10. It is relatively easy to

see that by the first, second, and.third factorization

procedures up to this point, we have arrived at a factorized

form of the tree graph in which the left and upper middle

blobs of Figure 10 are related by the cyclic transformation

of Eq.(20) but they are in turn related to the right blob

by the reflection·symmetry of Eq.(19).  Thus, the three-.

point vertex which links the three blobs is naturally

unsymmetric.  In order to have a cyclically symmetric vertex,

1
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we want the .light blob in .a form which is related to the

left and upper middle blobs by the cyclic transformation

of Eq.(20).  This can be achieved by performing a twist

on the right hand blob.  The symmetric form obtained by

twisting the right-hand graph is graphically represented

in Figure 11.

We wish now to derive the symmetric three-point vertex

VT,D I
Let us consider only the lower right-hand

corner of Figures 10 and 11. Corresponding to Figure 10,

we have

-     °°     0.. r@« N S; Sl·· 31
71 V -

l N   0'1-'        W kt,)
0(,01,·· 01 31 Se..311 BN (,p  n     ...D    )

1= 0 G (6&,1  W ZR)
(41)

Corresponding to Figure 7, we have
00 , r..s.

1 vre. iF,'di,- 24 StE-t...
SA     5 ulwt  UX /A    D   ...1) \

o N LIA+I   V tz      . \W/ (42)

=0               cr l.5-1&4,  1,1  2.-)
The vertex V FB« can be found by requiring that the

expressions (41) and (42) be"equal.
5,62.·SA

We will first perform the twist on  34 (fl '. fitti )

in Eq. (41).  Eqs.(36) and (37) give  us the operator which

twists a "left"  raph.   We want the operator which twists

a "right" graph. Eqs.(20) and (17) allow us to go from the

twist relation for a "left" graph to the twist relation for

a "right" graph.     Thus,  we can write  down

13,3,1- 88 l'R- )_  r, 8,8-i...& / d    )Pi 'ip-'-ff /1,1l-\
fli-1   - JO-  isi..  2 '    161 1,1/ 01'1 l. 24,". S r./ .(43)

-
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Substituting the twist relation of Eq.(43) in (41), and

equating (41) with (42), we have

\11           1\10(4*···«, 81·.Sk= 041*'. a.t  ,fL...f< J 4 8,6,·· EAL- kn N J

699 99<R r,9,&1..& , -  1

(43)

where the twist operator .92(- &   4 )
is defined in

Eq. (37).  It can be easily proved.that the twi,t,operator

commutes with the tensor  N  i.e.,

n  S (i' FA r' N
B . 92

1447... 018 9£1*J *-8, 6. ...81 = ..tio('Dla:.CIR  l ft' 50       5, 81...8, (44)
Using Eq.(44) in Eq.(43), we have

V q w    =     9. EF S' il*et, ... 0(A
8,  E=· ·· Ef (45)

Substituting into Eq.(45), the expressionession 0  p S

in Eq.(39), we arrive finally at the general symmetric

three-point vertex corresponding to Figure 12 given by

3,- Sc,C.,81

x   (-4   01)T[' Ff 1-' (P.) ...

-[r' Feic*+1 N-'
P'/1,0-11.*0(,1,-

... A.C.73t..2-
r c'.

B (li"' '(13)-F' 9*-' (8) ...
.Irl Ve Cal'l   . '-1 9,9.... 903 e,/3-'·· fcs-)

u

"   Vcj  N
x  Tf'.' ti:' ...2.. .lf'1("A, T,04" p"           «     1'Catc 'D Cpyaa

... ... /2

f (d,) f L &,1
1> ec ·t.2.B

x Bilecs,ti '8 ...Tes<#:»'Cla
. (013)

2    Ccid,+ cad*i·c, cls+Ct,Cl ,-·,  LJ,stdget,)                4691)
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where .3EL implies summation over
C.,Ca,(3, J„41.0  3Ck,al

subject to the conditions

C , +   ca +   ola-  =     2,

Ca + ca  * Cla  =  21

C3 + c, + Cl,  = 43 4-7
(Sk)

and
7 3' «e (Pb , is defined in

Eqs.(14) and (11).
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In this paper, we have derived the twist relation,

and the general unsymmetric and symmetric vertices in
...

3.,

the nonlinear dual model.  While the.existence of these

objects is expected in any factorizable dual theory, it

is interesting to note that both the results as well as

the techniques used to arrive at these results are quite

different in the Veneziano and in the nonlinear model.
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4.   In the case 1 =  as + 6  ,    b 4 0
we can define a 7-vector   e<    byP

T<= ,[ER  r f.- 0 £ 0 6 5

24= i
Ps  =  cr =   a.pz + 6
7>6 = ST 

A 7-dimensional metric is defined with the only nonvanishing

elements given by

500 =  - 8„  =  - 9.= =  - j33      345   --    54 = - 366   =   i
The Tr matrices then become seven-dimensional matrices given

by Eq.(4) plus the definition

-TEW 9       =        71-d 6     =    0 -20< °L * 5
-rr-then, the multiplicative property of the 11 matrices, given

by Eq.(5) still holds.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Figure 1. Symbolic factorization of the N:point

tree graph with N spin-zero external particles

at   orlk' I
Figure 2. Symbolic factorization of the k+1-point tree

graph with k spin-zero external particle,

and one "excited" external particle with
If...,

momentum  -l i t      at   a  pole     0  .

'

Figure 3. Three different representations of the N-point

amplitude

B*  Of' 9....11,· SD«1 ... *S)
described in the text.

Figure 4: Three different represent«ions of the N-point

amplitude

B,d   lf,  1 ,  -  fle  f,4 f,1-,
...

f , 3

described in the text.

Figure 5. Tree graph with N-1 spin-zero external lines

having
momenta   . >l , ,| >a-,

..

,  iN- ,

and another external   line with momentum     ·10.,
1   6...0.- -Ill- --4

The momentum labelling          Pit  , .F z, ...
, 1,1 A-il

is used in the text.
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Figure 6. Tree graph which is related to.the graph in

Figure 5 by a twist.

Figure 7. Tree graph with two external lines having

nonzero spin.

Figure 8. Tree graph related to the graph of Figure 7

by duality.

Figure 9. Symbolic factorization of the graph in Figure

8  into an amplitude, "propagator, "  and  a

general vertex.

Figure 10.  Configuration of the tree graph from which

the nonsymmetric general vertex is obtained

by third factorization.

Figure 11. Tree graph configuration obtained by twisting

Figure 10.  The symmetric general vertex is

obtained by factorization of this graph.

Figure 12.  Symbolic form of the symmetric general vertex

indicating the association of tensor indices

and particles.
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